Enhancement of Sleep Quality Using Scene Change Detection of Color Histogram
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In this paper we collect data concerning sleep environments in a bedroom and analyze the relationship between the collected condition data and sleep. In addition, this paper detects scene changes from the subjects in a sleeping state and presents the physical conditions, reactions during sleep, and physical sensations and stimuli. To detect scene changes in image sequences, we used color histogram for the difference between the preceding frame and the current frame. In addition, to extract the tossing and turning for different situations, the subjects were instructed to enter the level of fatigue, the level of drinking, and the level of stomach emptiness.
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I. Introduction

No one would doubt that sleep is a natural physiological phenomenon. People are said to spend about one-third of their life sleeping [1]. Ordinary people get about eight hours of sleep per day. Simply put, we spend one-third of our lifetime, a relatively long period of time, sleeping.

Creating a pleasant sleep environment is of utmost significance considering that sleep accounts for most of the time people these days spend at home, and that people while sleeping are exposed without protection to various environments, as a rule[2].

Sleep consists of two different states: non-rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM)[3]. NREM sleep accounts for 70 percent of the total sleep time in many young adults. During NREM, muscles are relaxed, all body tissue rests, and beta waves disappear while delta waves or slow waves increase. NREM sleep is divided into four stages: light sleep in the first and second stages, and deep sleep (or slow wave sleep) in the third and fourth stages.

II. Sleep State Recognition

2.1 Tiny OS

The following are three features of TinyOS:

① Component-based architecture
② Task-based and event-driven concurrency
③ Classified motion

2.2 Sensors

The sensor H-MOTE2420 includes the microphone sensor(WM62A), the temperature/humidity sensor(SHT11), and the light sensor(GL5507). Since the microphone sensor is not needed here, we will dispense with it. Made by SENSIRION, the light sensor GL5537 has a proven history of reliability; it has been thoroughly tested and passed the stability testing.

2.3 Scene Change Detection

When it comes to comparing the color histogram (dr,g,b(fi,fj)), each of the R-G-B color space for the two neighboring frames (fi,fj) is calculated. It is defined as in Ex(1).
III. Experiments

Our experiment was performed using Visual C++ 6.0 and MySQL running on Microsoft Windows XP. In addition, pictures were taken of the twenty people who were induced to have a deep sleep for one hour; these data were used for the sleep experiment. Table 1 shows the average values detected by the sensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>temperatures</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illuminations</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humidities</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Sensor-detected average values

Once all required information is entered by the user and sensors, scene change detection is executed wherein the sum of Ex (1) is multiplied by 1/3N. In a nutshell, the whole is divided by 3N in such a way that groups respective R·G·B graphs into a single one.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we figured out the number of times the subjects tossed and turned in their sleep, by the use of color histogram, a scene change detection technique. Based on the data entered through the sensors as well as the user-entered data, we found out the relationship between the number of times the subjects tossed and turned while sleeping, and the levels of satisfaction they expressed after having a deep sleep. In this paper, those data and the scene changes detected were used to provide the best sleep environment for the users, thereby enhancing sleep quality.
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